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The lnternational Journal of the History of Sport (/JHS) was founded by Professor J.A. Mangan
nearly thirty years ago. lt is widely regarded as the leading journal in the field of the historical study
of sport in its political, cultural, social, educational, economic, spiritual and aesthetic dimensions.
Published 14 times per year, the journal has no equal as a pioneer of Collections, Monographs,
Regional Numbers and an Annual Historical Review, and it is the only journal of its kind that has
appeared without a break for 28 years. The /JHS includes articles from every part of the world.

Visit www.informaworld.com/ij hs to subscri be.

Sport in the Global Society (SGS)
Spoft in the Global Society (SGS) was founded in 1 997 by Professor J.A. Mangan. There are now
over 100 volumes in the series and it is generally considered the leading series of its kind in the
academic world. lt has received many accolades from around the globe including these:

Many individuals have contributed to the advances that have occurred in the history of sport.
However, it can be convincingly argued that no one has had a more influential role than
Professor J.A. Mangan. By the means of single-authored books..., the many enormously
interesting collections that he has brought into being both as the founding editor of the series
SGS (and to which he has often contributed chapters), and his untiring work and yislon as
executive {founding} editor of the /JHS hls contribution has been unparalleled.
(Roberta J. Park, Introduction: Another Publication of Significance in J.A.Mangan and Callum McKenzie,
'Blooding'the Maftial Male: the lmperial Officer, Field Sporfs and Big Game Hunting, Routledge, forthcoming.)

and
The grovtth of sporls sfudies in the last twenty years has been considerable...Most of {the}
intelligent research in the public domain has been published by Frank Cass under the aegis of
Professor J.A. Mangan... and social historians everywhere have had reason to be grateful to
this double act for their tenacity in seeking out this new field. (Robert Hands, The Times,
22.O3.2003)

The lrish lnstitute of Chinese Studies (llCS)
The lrish lnstitute of Chinese Studies (llCS) was established in June 2006 at University College
Cork (UCC), lreland. lt was founded and is directed by Professor Fan Hong. The llCS seeks to
develop a distinctive research profile and fosters links with partners in Asia, Europe and the
United States. lt offered a wide range of degree courses including BComm, BA, MA, as well as
Higher Diploma Programmes, and it also offers research degrees including MPhil, PhD and
Visiting Scholars programmes, which aim to initiate and develop programmes of social science
and humanity-led research on contemporary China. The objectives of the llCS are to work with
relevant depatments at UCC and organizations in lreland, Europe, Asia, North America and
Australia to:

.

Produce an lrish generation who can effectively deal with China in the 21st Century.

'
'
'

Educate general public and enhance mutual understanding between lreland and China.
Promote multi-disciplinary research on contemporary issues in China and Greater China.

lmplement lrish Government Asian Strategy and directly and indirectly contribute to the economic development of lreland.

'

Assist the lnternational Education Office to provide educational opportunities for Chinese
students and create a Chinese constituency with knowledge of, affection for, and links with
lreland.
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